
 

440 Wellington Pl. Findlay, OH 45840 

Phone – (740) 262-8623  Email – chokeexpress@gmail.com 

 

Choke Express Membership Card Features 

- Instant 10% off every order no restrictions 

Use discount code – CEMEMBERSHIP 

- Exclusive sales for members only 

25-50% off on select items (continued on back) 

 

- Entry into our $100 Monthly Members ONLY Free Raffles 

$1,200.00 Per Year in Gift Cards 

 

- Entry into the Choke Express Contingency Bonus Program 

We are working with shooters & shooting houses to establish and promote localized 

Championship events in all regions. With these events we will Sponsor a guaranteed 

Championship purse as well as a Members Only Bonus. (continued on back)  

 

- $25 Birthday Gift Card 

 

- Annual Membership with discounted renewal  

 

Yearly membership is $150.00 Renewal option for $100.00  

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for joining our Membership Card program.  

 



- Exclusive sales for members only 

(continued) 

25% OFF ALL Shirts & Hats – Discount Code – CEMEMBERAPP 

Other promotions will be added and advertised 

 

- Entry into the Choke Express Contingency Bonus Program 

(continued) 

Currently we are running our first sponsored Championship Series at Crawford County in Ohio, Outlaw 2-

2-10’s We have put up the first $1,000.00 guaranteed payout for all participants, Choke Express 

Membership Card Holders will win $2,000 instead of the $1,000.00 posted sponsorship just for being 

members. The Membership Card isn’t exclusive to just one single event or one single championship. It is 

for the entire year of 2020 Choke Express sponsored events across the country.  

The Contingency Bonus Program isn’t exclusive to just outlaw shoots. We will Sponsor meat shoots, and 

Prostock Shoots as well. We understand that the shooting community is diverse, and we will be 

sponsoring programs from all aspects of the sport.  

The only stipulations we require 

▪ Multi-event series 4+ events with a growing championship purse available to win  

▪ Advertising of our brand in pictures as well as onsite. We will provide all advertising materials free 

of charge. 

▪ Submission of results so we can track and post them through www.chokeexpress.com and our 

Facebook page.  

▪ Fair and unbiased judging and affordable program cost 

Shooting house gets to decide the duration of the Championship Program Rounds/Total Events as well as the 

shell being shot and the distance the events are held at and the ultimate entry cost per round as well as the 

Championship entry cost per shooter. We recommend $10 -$25 per event as that will build a significant 

Championship purse to go along with the Sponsored Guaranteed Purse that we would be posting.  

 

     The Choke Express Contingency Program is our way of investing in the future by putting money back into the pockets 

of our customers. We appreciate our customer base and we don’t just talk about it; we back it with our actions. Our 

success is achieved through your in-competition success. Our goal is one and the same with yours, providing you a 

complete one stop shop marketplace with the best lineup of competitive products that will frequently bring you to the pay 

window. When you win with our products, we notice it through an increase in regional sales. When you win and you tell 

others what chokes you are using, as a business we are very appreciative of that, it ultimately equals sales for us. When 

we benefit from this, we feel you should have the opportunity to benefit as well from our success that is driven by your in-

competition success, you deserve not only recognition for your achievements but a path to financial compensation as well 

for leading others to our brand. There is value in results, and we want to lead the way with a program that rewards you 

directly. The financial structure of the Contingency program is reliant upon 2 levels of support, customers enrolled in the 

program as well as continued sales. The more customers enrolled and the more sales we have throughout the year the 

larger the sponsorship prizes we can post and advertise guaranteed payout. This will help turnouts for specific events as 

well as create incentive for out of market shooters to travel to your region. Guaranteed payout will become cornerstone to 

event and championship series success as shooting houses are now finding themselves competing for the same shooters 

locally as well as on a larger regional market. This program gives your base a reason to stay as well as others to come. 

We fully expect to pay out $7,500-$10,000 in guaranteed prizes through event sponsorship in 2020.  With your help 

spreading the word and getting fellow shooters and houses to participate we can easily double that. Our success is your 

success.  


